RApId
ROulette
H O W t O p l Ay

RApId ROulette COmBInes tHe
ClAssIC GAme OF ROulette
WItH tHe lAtest AVAIlABle
teCHnOlOGy.
each player has their own terminal. simply insert money into the note acceptor and
it will be converted into on-screen chips. money and/or chips can also be passed
to the dealer.
the ‘help’ button at the bottom right of the screen will give all the options for normal
bets, section bets and screen functions, and along with the dealer can give all the
information needed to play the game.
to place a bet, touch the chips on the top right of the screen and then touch the
screen where the bet is to be placed.
to move a chip from an incorrect position, touch that chip on the screen and drag
it to the desired position.

players may place as many chips as they like up to the allowable maximum bet on
any number, section or combination of numbers.
Bets can be placed in units as indicated on the table limits sign as long as the total bet
adds up to the table minimum bet, which is displayed at the top of the screen.
A timer on the top left of the screen will count down to let the players know how
long they have before they must ﬁnish placing bets.
the dealer spins the ball and the ball drops into a number on the wheel. the dealer
then announces the winning number.
each terminal is then automatically updated, winning results are credited to the
terminal and losing bets taken.
When players want to ﬁnish playing they press the ‘cash out’ button and the dealer
will exchange the on-screen chips for cash chips.
All FRC members can earn bonus points by inserting their membership card into
the card reader.

Roulette payable
odds and terms
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Inside Bet*

Description

Pays

1

Straight Up

Any single number including zero (0)

35 to 1

2

Split

Any two adjacent numbers

17 to 1

3

Street

Any row of three numbers

11 to 1

4

Corner

Any one of four adjacent numbers

8 to 1

5

First Four

A chip covering 0,1,2 and 3

8 to 1

6

Six Lines

Covers six adjacent numbers

5 to 1

Outside Bets**

Description

Pays

7

Column

Any one of twelve numbers in one
of the three horizontal rows

2 to 1

8

Dozen

Any one of the sections marked
1st 12, 2nd 12 or 3rd 12 and covers
12 numbers

2 to 1

9

Even Chances

A bet on the any of the following
sections Even, Odd, Red, Black,
1-18 or 19-36

Even
Money

* Inside Bets are made on individual numbers or combinations of numbers.
**	Outside Bets are made on groups of numbers such as all the odd numbers, or
all the black numbers.
All Outside Bets lose when zero (0) is the winning number.
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